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For my thesis orogram in architecture I chose a some

what two-sided approach. First of all I wished to study the 

effect of rapid technological advance on today's world and 

the effect this advance may have on architecture. Secondly, 

I wished to take advantage of the freedom of expression pos

sible during educational exercises. 

My interest in technology probably stems from as far 

back as my early childhood. This strong of an interest seemed 

to maintain positive attitudes through the duration of the 

study. The interest is rooted in a facin^tion with complex 

machinery, a strong interest in the sciences, an identifica

tion with the soace program and a total addiction to science 

fiction literature. 

I feel a science fiction illustration may begin to bring 

some insight into the lines of interest which produced my 

thesis project. Many people think of science fiction as 

swashbuckle adventures across imaginary galaxies; Star Wars 

being a fine example. The science fiction I am most interes

ted in deals very closely with scientific theory, and then 

explores divergent lines of thought. The purpose being to 

propose questions which stimulate new ways of looking at 

familiar situations. 

As an example I would like to briefly look at the Viking 

land missions to Mars, a project which captured my imagina

tion almost totally. 



To achieve the objective of placing an instrument pack

age on the surface of Mars men had to set in motion energy-

systems of calculation, design navigation, and exploritory 

analysis which were carried out completely removed from man's 

physiology. The craft did send back information and adjust

ments could be made from earth. It was, however, for the 

most part, totally automated and independent of man. 

I feel this is a very significant step in the evolu

tionary process. Man has managed to extend his consciousness 

outside of his body, nine million miles across space to make 

the first tentative paw marks on foreign soil. One might 

look back to the first amphibian emerging from the primeval 

swamp, or forward to a point when man no longer needs the 

physiological support systems for consciousness. This is a 

familiar theme in science fiction literature. 

My desire to take advantage of the freedom available in 

school stems from having returned from internship to begin my 

thesis. This initial taste of monetary and clientele restric

tions impressed upon me the value of scholarly exercises. One 

may do architectural studies outside actual commissions after 

leaving school, but seldom will he again have opportunities 

for similiar peer response. 



Several observations of our present conditions of exis

tence also contributed to my interest in the technological 

nature of our society. These were; a recognition of paral

lels between this time and the time of the industrial revo

lution; observation of an apparent constantly rising rate of 

technological advance; and finally repulsion with the recent 

nostalgia wave, which though I did not realize, was finally 

beginning to die out. 

During my fourth year as I kept tabs on developments of 

the sciences, I could see phenomenal advances on all fronts. 

At the same time I could see little evidence of similiar ad

vance taking place in my own field of architecture. In my 

opinion this was all too similiar to architects of the indus

trial revolution who failed to advance with the technology 

of their time. 

Admittedly the develooments of steel and ferro-cement 

were more directly related to architecture than present ad

vances in say electronics and bio-chemistry. However, the 

designers of the industrial revolution seem to have had as 

much trouble recognizing the imoortance of the inovations of 

their time as we have recognizing the values of ours. 

We have seen experimenters in new forms and materials 

just as a few visionaries broke tradition during the indus-



trial revolution. Buckminster Fuller, Frie Otto and others 

follow somewhat traditional variations. Others, Ant Farm 

and Archigram, begin investigation into non-traditional exer

cises, i.e. mobile architecture and instant city. Fuller 

also touched such attitudes with dymaxion experiments al

though they still followed traditional machine esthetics. 

Archigram's work exceeds the machine esthetic as the calcu

lator exceeds the adding machine. 

Similar is Banham's comment on Fuller's work and tech

nology in general: 

"Permanent structures are only one of the ways 

in which an architect creates human environments to

day: electronics and other non architectural studies 

are further means to extend our control over enviro-

ments, and if architects cannot make them p^rt of 

their art then the human race may decide to disencum

ber itself of the art of architecture, just as it 

disencumbered itself of the arts of witch doctors 

and rain dancers." Banham (1975) 

Concern over the populous' ability to assimilate rapid 

changes in technology developed from observations of de

creasing periods of time for the assimilation of advances 

into society. In an interview at M.I.T., Donald Schon 



commented: 

"The rate of technological change has been 

exponential since 1750, but now we have reached 

such levels of inputs per year that one person in 

his own lifetime must confront the kinds of adap

tations that in earlier times were handled as one 

generation succeeded another." Schon (7^:62) 

The electronic calculator was assimulated very quickly 

into society yet carried strong repercussions. Its use 

challanged many traditional methods of teaching mathematics. 

Suddenly the concept of mathematical calculation could exist 

separately from the process for finding answers. Was then 

knowledge of the process essential; should arithmetic or 

calculator operations be taught in primary education? Our 

own structures examinations advanced to the point that the 

single student still using a slide rule found himself at a 

severe disadvantage and was more or less forced to purchase 

a calculator. 

Margret Mead the famous anthropologist/sociologist; 

whom I hardly exoected to be a high tech advocate, stated 

in Time. Seotember 4, 195^* 

"Too many complaints about society having 

to move too fast to keep up with the machine. 



There is great advantage in moving fast, if you 

move completely, if social, educational, and rec

reational changes keep pace. You must change the 

whole pattern at once and the whole group together -

and the people themselves must decide to move." 

Empirical evidence of technological/social friction is 

readily visible. I personally know people highly disturbed 

by microwave ovens that bake potatoes in minutes. Needless 

to say explanations of electromagnetic radiation causing 

friction heat between water molecules does little to pla

cate their misgivings. 

In my initial report to the thesis director I made the 

following statement: 

"In bio-chemistry alone recent developments 

have included the discovery of keys to the transfer of 

genetic information within the DNA molecule and the 

development of synthetic amino acids. Such develop

ments are pointing the way to the conception of ar

tificial life." 

Four months later the recombatant D.N.A. research contro

versy was dominating the news media nationwide. 

Daniel Bell made an interesting comparison along this 

line: 



"In the first third of the century.... the self-

assured, rationalistic, moralistic and mechanically 

minded Victorians were told in effect that; solid 

matter is mostly void, that time is relative and 

perfectly accurate clocks run at different speeds; 

that the world is governed by probabalistic laws of 

wave mechanics, and finally that a good deal of what 

passes for rational behavior is actually motivated 

by unconscious impulses and feelings of a socially 

unacceptable character." 

Mr. Bell poes on to claim the Victorians acceptance of such 

radical attitudes is evidence of our own capability to adapt. 

I feel he has overlooked relative periods and methods of in

formation dispersion. Further, I would argue that Victor

ians ignored such theories with little acceptance existing 

in first generation of the postulations existance. 

My final, piece of empirical information dealt with the 

recent nostalgia wave. 1 seemed to see this trend develop 

from 1972. when I entered college. My major area of notice 

was popular music which seemed to be stagnating at this 

time, this could be due to some maturation on my part. How

ever, circa I95O music soon began replacing this material 

and led the return of 'grease.* I suppose this may have 



been reaction to political problems of the period but it 

still disturbed me. 

I was excited by the possibilities of the period I 

lived in and considered the 50*s to be a totally retrograde 

culture. It provided a model of apathy to the youth of a 

country that had just completed massive revisions of social 

attitudes and changed the course of the notion. 

As I realized that nostalgia is a reaction against the 

time it occurs in, I became even more unset. How could any

one ignore the wonders of our period, especially the recent 

lunar landings? 

Mr. Schon describes it: 

"...as institutions within a society become 

unstable, it becomes much harder for the individuals 

attached to organizations to set personal goals to 

maintain their own stability. So you get a desire 

to slow things down and go back to the past." 

Schon (7^:61) 

Marshal Mcluhan describes the same action as the new 

technology; that which creates instability in above institu

tions; becomes an energy system which remakes the environment 

it enters. The old environment becomes an art form and scale 

for comparison of new. Mcluhan (73*90) 



This sounds pretty disassociated from architecture. My 

personal curiosity compelled me to pursue this line. Although 

only vague lines were beginning to to be drawn to architec

tural application, I felt confident that the first understan

ding of my own environment would on some level aid in the 

development of architectural solutions. 

At this point curriculum guidelines demanded a thesis 

statement. Therefore: 

"The ability of architecture to anticipate 

rapid changes in modern technology and the resulting 

effect on society may well be a deciding factor in 

architecture's capacity to provide man with lucid 

built environments." 

Let me say that this statement fulfilled certain 

technical requirements and more or less followed attitudes 

I expressed earlier. The m^.ior objective of my 'thesis" was 

to gain an understanding of the technological conditions of 

my own life and to let that understanding shape the design 

process. Since I was not out to prove one theory or another 

the development of a thesis statement became a troublesome 

detail I would as soon lay to rest until the end of the text. 



I k  

Due to my confidence in the inherent value of this line 

of investigation, I continued rending broad cross discipli

nary material while consciously forming ties between separ

ate readings and back to architecture. Through this process 

a gradual coalescence of the performance center emerged. 

The keys which I believe made the building a success, how

ever, did not occur until I was able to make a major change 

of approach. This will be described later in the text. 

The cause and effect relationships revealed in my 

study will compose the following section. 

One of my strongest theoretical decisions was that all 

technological advances; from the orimates first use of a 

rock to break onen nuts; to the development of microship 

circuitry, is part of the natural evolution process. Given 

this assumption, I would not be surprised if it were discov

ered that the genius of men such as Aristotle, Newton and 

Einstien was the result of genetic mutation. The random or 

selective abe rati ons of the D.N.A. molecule as a random mech 

anism would account for the small per capita percentage. 

The conscious decisions made by men each day simply 

moves the selective process out of the environment and into 

the collective cerebelum. The rational and seemingly irra

tional choices of all individuals become summarized into the 



Darwinian selective process. 

I am not spying our fate is predetermined; an infinite 

number of possibilities lie before us. Whatever course we 

take will be the proper one because it will have been, selec

ted as naturRlly as the decision for a lizard to give u-o its 

frills. 

The study of industrial revolution parallels led to the 

understanding of the transition between the two societies. 

As society passes from pre-industrial to industrial, employ

ment passes from primary through tertiary or from farming 

through processing into services. As mechanization increases 

more people move into tertiary employment ana into quateriary 

or services to services. The lessened demand for manhours 

will result in increased leisure for the middle class. 

(Bell, 68:30,31) 

Consumption is of course directly related to the indus

trial society and trends can be expected to continue. How

ever, greater numbers of people in tertiary and quateriary 

employment allows consumption to shift toward areas of ser

vice and information. 

The transportation for such consumption goods has be

come the focus of much of the technological writing. Charles 

Jenks in Architecture 2000 predicted the rise of the Semio-



logical school in about 1990 "which will prow out of the 

idealist tradition and see its main puroose as making the 

information-rich society comprehensive." Jenks (69:120) 

This is much the attitude I was conveying in my original 

thesis statement. • I falsely assumed prediction was neces

sary to orepnre the society for 'coming attractions.' I now 

realize that education of present conditions will serve the 

purpose adequately. 

Marshal Mcluhan is undoubtedly the finest narrator of 

existing conditions and has concentrated much of his study on 

media as on information transport. He speaks of the cool ag

rarian society, of the high interaction between information 

carrier and receiver, being disrupted by the hot, low inter

action media of print, radio and television. In effect these 

hot, electric medias destroy the tribal aspects of this soci

ety. Strange as it seems, Mcluhan states that as this media 

spreads throughout the world, its effect will become cool by 

initiating interaction between distant members of the planet. 

He refers to this as the global village. Mcluhan (69:22-25) 

At any rate this study began the development of the ar

chitectural project. Greater leisure time and the threat of 

hot media combined to suggest a facility to provide beneficial 

activities for the populous. (Beneficial explored later.) 



The facility eventually became a performance theater in the 

round. To support the facility in a small community; this 

being what I am most familiar with, commercial facilities 

of restaurant, lounge and shopping mall were added. (See 

table of contents for early programing.) 

I now found myself up against a blank wall. Though I 

had compiled numerous material on the cause and effect re

lations of technology and society; I still felt that I had 

very little grasp on the effect of technology. I had found 

studies on pooular opinion but numbers had little effect on 

me. (See preliminary presentation.) Numbers will not give 

personal reactions. Therefore, I performed some exercises 

involving student reaction to visual images (collages) of 

technological nature. Students were allowed to write on 

plexiglass covers over the images (see slides). 

This exercise had no intended objective but rather an 

oi)en ended experiment. Its effects will be discussed in the 

next section. 



I found early in my rend ins: that I h?d a strong personal 

^reference for writers who were more or less high tech orien

ted. It became rather easy to discredit anti-technologysts. 

Though hardly the objective investigator I should be; I feel 

strongly in the rational I chose to use. 

This attitude did, however, very nearly prevent me-from 

finding what I now feel to be the most significant links for 

society, culture and architecture. The problem arose direct

ly out of my affinity with technology and the sciences. With 

this affinity comes a tendency to follow scientific or exper

imental thought processes. This is of course the cause and 

effect relationships that the preceedins portions of this 

text discuss. 

As a result of being locked into this frame of refer

ence not only did I reject those attitudes of the anti-tech

nologists, I also began by disregarding pro-technological at

titudes presented in either spiritual or mystical manners. 

The fact that I originally discredited these works and then 

grew back to consider them possibly as the most important, 

convinces me of their inherent value. 

The first author to start to scratch the surface I was 

looking for was Max Kaplan who explained how social sciences 

get wrapped UP in their titles and fail to catch the purposes 



and organic relationships inherent in their fields of study. 

"Measurement is an adequate tool only for the measurable as

pects of the subject matter." Kaplan (71: 48,49) This is 

exactly what is wrong with my earlier studies and what was 

right about the collage study. They left a strong impres

sion not necessarily explainable but orobably on some sub

conscious level the information they contain seems to be 

encoded external to the English language. 

Kaolan began to look into the quality of the leisure 

experience sounding similiar to Maslow's self-actualization 

theory, Kaplan tnlks of allowing a oerson to perfect his per

sonal resources "so to speak to invest in himself." 

Kaolan (71:47) 

Now comes the most important and most difficult area to 

talk about. The writings of two authors gave me both the 

conceptual base I was searching for in my project and the key 

to analyzing information from all my sources up to this point. 

Irving Thompson's Passages About The Earth and Robert 

Pirsig's Zen and The Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, both 

wrote extensively on technology and its effects. Neither man 

could use the English language with the artistic sense of 

Mcluhan, but both had an obvious grasp on the roots of the 

technological relations. 



The technology I had been speaking of was not contained 

within a Mars lander or calculator, or in the social manifes

tations of improper management. It was rather a highly spi

ritual aspect. Technology whether it seems to be threatening 

the individual or aiding him, is a product of that individu

al's mind riot of the physical world. 

The conceptual base I received from these men came when 

I realized they had both placed themselves outside their na

tive cultures by immersing their thought in Eastern philo

sophies (Pirsig) and Mysticism (Thompson). This then grew 

to the thought that since we cannot expect most people to 

try Eastern mysticism, would it be possible to create a 

building that is reflective of our technology in some manner 

and at the same time outside our culture? The assumption 

behind this is that people fail to confront this spiritual 

energy of technology because in doing so they challenge base 

levels of their existence. 

I understand that due to the subjective nature of this 

material it is nearly impossible to judge right or wrong. 

Which is why a thesis statement gave me so much trouble. I 

feel the building must be judged. The theater section be

comes a catalyst, organic in nature, and in constant motion. 

It is both confronted and caressed by the more massive com

mercial portion. There is a dual sense of connection and 



separation almost as if a transfer occurs at the meeting; 

solid into gas, matter into energy. 

These feelings came from an understanding of technology 

and the way it appears to affect us. 



Program of Facilities: 

Performance Center: approx. sq. ft. 

normative seating capacity 
approx. IOOO-I5OO 

basic theater in the round format 

possible exterior amphitheater area 

Support Areas: 

vestibule 
ticket/offices 
toilets 
workshop 
storage 
dressing/lockers 
multi-purpose 
manager 
lounge 

2500 
125 
1250 
4000 
3500 
1500 
1200 
200 
200 

23,000 

subtotal 37,^75 

Restaurant Dining - capacity 80 

Lounge - Ni^ht Club capacity 50 

Rental Space 
retail stores 
six to eight stores at 3750 so. ft. 

subtotal 

Mall Space 

total 

+ 20% 

2,440 

1,400 

26.250 
30,090 

67,575 

81.090 

Parking - 800 cars 250,000sq.ft. 
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